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GRADING FORM: RUBRIC TECH SUMMARY/REVIEW
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0

OVERALL

<500 words, proper grammar, spelling, verb tense, BTF checklist and
rough draft complete

REFERENCING

Intext referencing used consistently in proper format, all references at



the end are in proper format, all references match intext and reference
list. Format and references are done following CSE style. All sections
that require an intext reference are done correctly.

SUMMARY

Complete summary of key points and main ideas from the article,
shows a complete understanding of the article and not missing any
components, follows a logical sequence and not repetitive, a very clear
distinction between a summary and review. Written so it is clear
concise and accurate - not confusing or not using words that do not
make sense

REVIEW

Picked a key point or idea from the article to focus the review on, not
just repeating what was covered in the summary, uses other literature
or references to back up their ideas, follows a logical sequence and
flow with main point(s) easily identifiable and not covering too many
points.
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